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INTERNATIONAL 
 

 Minutes from the Federal Reserve’s recent policy setting meeting suggest an 

increasing likelihood of further monetary easing in coming weeks, possibly as soon as 
the next Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) in mid-September. The minutes 
stated that “many members judged that additional monetary accommodation would 
likely be warranted fairly soon unless incoming information pointed to a substantial 
and sustainable strengthening in the pace of the economic recovery.” While favoring 
further quantitative easing (QE) through purchases of Treasury bonds and 

government-backed mortgage securities, the Fed indicated greater flexibility than 
previous QE programs. The next QE program may place greater emphasis on an 
employment target being met as opposed to a dollar or time limit on asset 
repurchases.  

 The US purchasing managers’ index (PMI) measuring conditions in the manufacturing 
sector, increased slightly from 51.4 in July to 51.9 in August, above the key 50 level 
which signals expansion for 35 months in a row. While the employment index 

decreased slightly from 52.7 to 52.5, the new orders index improved from 51.0 to 
52.6 and the output index from 51.7 to 52.4 adding credibility to forecasts of 
respectable GDP growth of around 1.75% annualized in the 3rd quarter.  

 China’s central bank, the Peoples’ Bank of China (PBC) injected the equivalent of $57 
billion into the monetary system this week, via short-term open market operations. 
This amounts to the most aggressive operation so far this year, suggesting a further 
interest rate cut or reduction in the banks’ required reserve ratio may be imminent. 

Meanwhile the HSBC initial “flash” purchasing managers’ index (PMI) measuring 
conditions in the manufacturing sector fell unexpectedly from 49.3 in July to 47.8 in 
August, adding to the likelihood of imminent monetary easing. The figure is well under 
the key 50 threshold which demarcates expansion from contraction, and significantly 
below the 49.6 consensus forecast. The finished goods measure increased from 50.6 
to 53.6 reflecting the fastest increase in inventories since the data series began in 

2004, suggesting scope for further output declines in the months ahead. At the same 
time the input and output price PMI measures registered just 39.9 and 40.6 signaling 

an absence of inflationary pressure. 
 Japan registered a trade deficit of 517 billion yen in July, its 1st deficit in 2 months and 

well above the 300 billion yen consensus forecast deficit. While imports increased 
2.1% on the year, exports decreased by 8.1% far worse than the expected decline of 
3.0%. Exports to the European Union were particularly weak falling 25.1% on the 

year, marking the largest drop since October 2009, while exports to China also fell 
sharply by 11.9%. The data reflects an increasingly weak global economy, with the 
exception of the US to which exports rose by 4.7% representing a 9th straight 
increase.  

 The Eurozone purchasing managers’ index (PMI) measuring conditions in the 
manufacturing sector increased slightly from 44.0 in July to 45.3 in August, but 
remains well below the 50 level which signals contraction. The services PMI eased 

further from 47.9 to 47.5 so that on aggregate the composite PMI remained almost 
unchanged, improving slightly from 46.5 to 46.6. The data is consistent with Eurozone 

economic contraction of around -0.5-0.6% in the 3rd quarter, a deterioration from the 
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-0.2% registered in the 2nd quarter. Even Germany, the Eurozone’s strongest 
economy, showed an accelerating decline in output: its composite PMI decreased for a 
7th straight month from 47.5 in July to 47.0 its lowest in 38 months, making it unlikely 
Germany will repeat its 2nd quarter GDP growth of 0.3% in the 3rd quarter. 
Encouragingly however, France’s composite PMI increased from 48.0 in July to 48.9, 
rising for a 3rd straight month.  

 The European Commission’s Eurozone consumer sentiment indicator fell for a 3rd 

straight month from -21.5 in July to -24.6 in August, well below the -21.0 consensus 
forecast and around 12 points below the long-term average. The pace of deterioration 
is accelerating, with the index declining 3.1 points in August after falling 2.2 points in 
July. The sharp decline is attributed to a combination of pessimism towards economic 
growth, anxiety over unemployment and rising fuel and energy costs.  

 While the Eurozone currency bloc descends deeper into recession, some European 

economies are registering impressive growth. Norway’s economy grew in the 2nd 
quarter by 1.2% quarter-on-quarter, an annual rate of 4.8% attributed to broad-based 
investment growth in spite of the Eurozone debt crisis. Consumer spending is also 
strong buoyed by employment growth of 2.6% on the year. The government’s budget 
surplus is expected to reach 13.6% of GDP in 2012. Sweden meanwhile registered 
economic growth in the 2nd quarter of 1.4% quarter-on-quarter, well above the 0.2% 
consensus forecast equivalent to an annual rate of 5.6%, attributed to broad-based 

strength in manufacturing and services sectors, household consumption and even 
exports in spite of rapid currency appreciation. Sweden’s public debt to GDP ratio is an 
enviable 35% of GDP. 

 UK 2nd quarter economic growth was revised higher from an initial estimate of -0.7% 
to -0.5% quarter-on-quarter. Growth would probably have been flat in the absence of 
the Jubilee which reduced the number of working days during the quarter, and if 
weather conditions had been more favourable. A normalization of conditions raises the 

likelihood of some recovery in the 3rd quarter. The Bank of England forecasts GDP will 
grow by around 1% in the 3rd quarter, registering a flat reading overall for 2012.  

 The asking price for UK houses fell in August by -2.4% on the month, the largest drop 
ever for the month of August according to the Rightmove survey. August is 
traditionally a weak month, reflected by equivalent declines of -2.1% in 2011 and -
1.7% in 2010. The expected boost from the Olympics failed to materialize with the 

number of new sellers coming to the market rising by 0.4% year-on-year. 
 Thailand’s economy grew in the 2nd quarter by 3.3% quarter-on-quarter and 4.2% on 

the year, well ahead of the respective 1.7% and 3.25% consensus forecasts. Rapid 
growth is attributed to pent-up demand and reconstruction activity following the 
devastating floods in late 2011. The National Economic and Social Development Board 
(NESDB) forecasts further strong growth in the 3rd quarter of 4.0-5.0% and similar 
growth in the 4th quarter. In spite of rapid growth, consumer price inflation (CPI) is 

expected to remain subdued, with the NESDB lowering its CPI forecast for 2012 from a 
previous 3.5-4.0% to 2.9-3.4%.  

 Vietnam’s consumer price inflation (CPI) decelerated again from 5.35% year-on-year 
in July to 5.04% in August, its lowest since December 2009. CPI has been falling 
sharply since August last year when it hit a peak of 23.0%, falling each successive 
month to 19.83% in November, 14.15% in March, and 6.90% in June. However, the 
central bank, which has cut the benchmark interest rate 5 times so far this year, is 

concerned inflation will rebound to around 6-7% by year-end due to higher fuel and 
energy costs. At the same time, economic growth slowed in the 2nd quarter to 4.7% 
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year-on-year, below the government’s 6% target for 2012, which may prompt 
additional central bank easing.  

 
 
SA ECONOMY 
 

 Consumer price inflation (CPI) fell from 5.5% year-on-year in June to 4.9% in July, 

below the 5.2% consensus forecast. CPI increased by just 0.3% on the month. The 
deceleration is attributed to lower than expected food prices which remained flat on 
the month, and electricity prices which increased by just 8.6% compared with 
anticipated double digit price increases. By contrast, electricity prices increased by 
16% in July 2011 and 16.3% in July 2010. CPI is expected to stay at the 5% level for 
the remainder of 2012 in the context of slower household consumption and weakening 

global growth counter-balanced by expected drought induced food price increases. 
Although forward interest rate contracts are pricing in a 50% chance of a further 
interest rate cut by January next year, this is unlikely to materialise unless the global 
economy deteriorates significantly.   

 The International Monetary Fund (IMF) reduced its forecast for SA’s economic growth 
for 2012 from a previous 4.2% in its annual report last year to 2.6% in this year’s 
report. The growth forecast for 2013 has been reduced from 4.2% to 3.1%, attributed 

mainly to the Eurozone debt crisis. The IMF welcomed the SA Reserve Bank’s cut in 
the benchmark repo interest rate to 5% last month, and forecasts scope for a further 
rate cut if the global environment worsens. The report recommends SA contains its 
public sector wage bill in favour of greater capital expenditure in priority areas such as 
healthcare and education. Real wage growth in the public sector should be limited to 
1-2% per annum, in line with long-term average labour productivity growth. The 
report also warned authorities to pay more attention to “stubbornly high” 

unemployment which it had forecast would reduce in 2012 to 22.7% compared with its 
actual 24.9% level, stressing that “a sustainable reduction in unemployment seems 
unattainable without labour and product market reforms.” 

 
 
KEY MARKET INDICATORS 

 
   YEAR TO DATE %  

 
JSE All Share  +12.06 
JSE Fini 15  +20.41 
JSE Indi 25  +24.48 
JSE Resi 20  - 5.52 

R/USD   - 3.01 
S&P 500  +11.49 
Nikkei   +8.55 
Hang Seng  +9.21 
FTSE 100  +3.61 
DAX   +17.82 
CAC 40   +8.63 

MSCI World  +8.68 
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
 

 The US dollar failed to break the key $1.22 level versus the euro returning to around 
$1.25 and targeting the $1.27 level. The longer-term trend remains dollar weakness.  

 The rand has fallen through successive support levels at R/$ 8.0 and R/$8.20 but 
seems oversold at current levels. However it needs to return below the key R/$8.00 

level to restore medium-term stability. Being the most liquid emerging market 

currency, the rand is a good barometer for global risk appetite.  
 The JP Morgan global bond yield is forming a descending “falling wedge” pattern which 

often signals a trend-reversal. A likely catalyst for the trend reversal would be 
renewed central bank quantitative easing (QE). The 2 previous US QE programmes 
both triggered a sell-off in bonds as investors switched to so-called riskier assets.   

 The shorter dated R157 SA Gilt has broken lower from its medium-term trading range 

of between 5.5-6.0% to a new trading range of 5.25-5.75%. 
 US and global equity markets are testing their highs for the year. However, divergence 

between indices and falling market breadth and momentum indicators suggests a 
weak trend, making the rally unsustainable.  

 The Nikkei exhibits the most bullish pattern from a technical viewpoint with the 
current descending “flag pattern” signaling a likely continuation of the recent upward 
move to a potential target of 15,000.  

 The Coppock Curve is a long-term momentum indicator with an excellent track record 
in identifying major market bottoms. It shows that the March 2009 low was a long-
term low unlikely to be broken. 

 The Brent crude oil price has recovered the key $108 support level, preserving its 
long-term bull trend.  

 Copper is regarded a reliable lead indicator for industrial commodity prices and 
barometer of global economic growth. It has broken below the key medium-term 

uptrend which could signal a strong directional change and significant additional 
downside.   

 The Economist’s world food index is testing key resistance which if broken would 
indicate a continuation of the strong long-term upward trend. The world food index 
has tripled since its base in 1999-2001 and continues to threaten rising global food 
price inflation.   

 Gold needs to regain the key $1750 before scaling the next medium-term target of 
$2000. The risk of a dramatic sell-off is rising following 11 straight years of price 

gains. 
 The All Share index has increased to a new record high but is forming a “rising 

wedge”, a pattern often associated with a change in trend. The index needs to remain 
above its June and July lows of around 32,900 in order to keep the bull trend intact. 
Financials are likely to continue outperforming Industrials which in turn are expected 

to outperform Resources. Small cap stocks still offer good value relative to the All 
Share and likely to continue their outperformance in 2012. In 2011 the Alt-X index of 
small cap stocks increased 42.6% compared with less than a 0.4% loss for the JSE All 
Share index. 

 
 
BOTTOM LINE 

 
 Annual economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa is forecast to average around 6.3% 

over the next 10 years. This enviable growth rate, likely to be beaten perhaps only by 
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China, is attributed mainly to a rapid rise in consumer spending, in turn attributed to 
dramatic demographic shifts. 

 The regions’ population is still predominantly agrarian with little over 40% living in 
urban areas. The expected shift towards more industrial and urban economies should 
raise the number entering the labour force, increase income levels and change 
consumption patterns. The shift is expected to occur quite rapidly with the spread of 

democracy and improved mobility. Around 70% of Africans have a cellphone, with 

many migrating to smartphones providing greater access to information and 
transacting ability. Incomes are rising fast and by 2020 an estimated 80% of Africans 
will be earning an income above the poverty line.  

 The statistics are impressive: Around 400 million Africans are expected to move to 
urban areas by 2050 by which time the continent will have an estimated 2 billion 
consumers. While the 1980s and 1990s were the decades of the “Asian Tigers”, 

projections suggest the next 2 decades may well be the age of the “African Lions”.  
 


